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When you think about getting a license, the fastest to obtain a driver's license is what
most of us can relate to. Thank you. I now know and everyone can be assured that I'm
qualified as safe driving my state of residence. I can also drive in other states, provided
that I follow other states driving laws. Did you know that some nurses can do the same
kind of thing with their nursing license.
The Nurse Licensure Compact provides a multistate license for eligible nurses allowing
them to practice in any participating or compact state, which is like a driver's license. The
public is protected through guidelines that built by participating states. This regulatory
oversite enables patient access to Safe Nursing Care physically or electronically from
within any compact state. Nursing licensure is broken down into two categories, single
state and multistate. Compact states are those states that participate in the program.
Nurses who reside and are licensed in one of these states are eligible to acquire a
multistate license. Once they do, they can practice in any other compact state without
completing any additional licensure applications or paying additional fees. Their home
state license is accepted in all of the compact states. If the primary state of residence is
not a compact state, they must apply for a single state license and pay any required fees.
Good news, getting your multistate license is almost as easy as getting a driver's license if
you're qualified of course. First, visit the NCSBN website and find out if your state is a
member of NLC. If your state of residency is a compact state and you apply and are
eligible for licensure, you will be issued a multistate license. The NLC is all about giving
nurses more mobility in where they'd practice with less paperwork.
- I live in Reno, Nevada, which is not a member of the compact. I'm moving to Boise,
Idaho, which is a compact state. So, when should I apply for a multistate license?
- Good question, you want to start the application process early, although you will not be
issued a multistate license until you establish residency. The application process can take
one to two months and you cannot practice in Idaho without the new license.
- Right now, I live at Madison, Wisconsin, which is a compact state, I moved into Moen,
Iowa, which is also a compact state, I have a multistate license. Is there anything I have to
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do before I move?
- Actually, yes. Since you're moving and changing residency you will want to learn the
process of applying for licensure by endorsement in Iowa and start the application
process as early as you can. The Wisconsin Nursing License will only be valid for up to
30 days after you move, and sometimes, the application process can take longer.
- I'm living in Dallas, Texas, which is a compact state, but I moved into Atlanta, Georgia,
which isn't. What happens now.
- Since you're moving to Georgia, which is not a member of the compact, you will lose
your multistate license status and privilege to practice another compact state. However, if
you would take consensus license, it will be considered a single state license because you
don't reside there.
- I run a hospital in Augusta, Maine, a compact state. How do I know the job applicants
from other compact states have multistate licensure privileges?
- Good question. Once of nursing in compact states use Nursys, an online database that
stores nurse licensure and disciplinary information. Employers in the general public have
easy access to nurses, allowing for the verification of all types of licensure and will also
specify if nurses have a current multistate license. Most boards of nursing also provide
online access to licensure information on their websites.
NCSBN has supplied many different NLC scenarios and fact sheets on its website. There
applicants and licensed nurses are currently participating the program, the latest rules and
updates and links to boards of nursing to apply for licensure. Just like I use my license to
drive, nurses use their license to practice it's by knowing the rules of the road and nursing
practice in all our states that we can be better assured of our safety of the safety of others.
For the nurse, getting your license is a very rewarding experience. And with a multistate
license, you have greater mobility to put your skills to work and transition smoothly from
one location to another. Together, we can assure the safe practice of all nurses across state
line.
Visit NCSBN.org/nlc today.
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